
264.

If the driven gear has 12 teeth and is moving at 420 RPM, calculate the speed of the
driving gear which has 24 teeth.

{Given: Gear ratio = (Number of teeth driving gear/Number of teeth driven gear) = (Driven
gear speed/ Driving gear speed)}

A 420 RPM B 210 RPM

C 840 RPM D 50 RPM

265. What type of fire extinguisher should be used on electrical fires?

A class B B class A

C class D D class C

266. The insert between coupling halves is called:

A Center B Elastomer

C Joint D Spider

267. What is zero mechanical state?

A A state where you lock out the
machine’s electrical power supply

B When machinery breaks down

C When a power failure occurs D A safe condition where equipment
has no stored energy, and all energy
sources are made inoperative

268. Why is a grinding allowance left on the work piece prior to heat treatment process?

A material expansion B material hardening

C material distortion D material shrinkage
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456. Electrical continuity is checked with which of the following?

A Volt meter B Ohm meter

C Amp meter D Manometer

457. What is the best lubrication condition?

A Splash B Mist

C Full film D Oil and grease

458. What would cause a chain to ride on top of a sprocket?

A Chain pitch to small B Worn shaft

C Chain not lubed D Chain stretched

459.

What loads are energized when pushbuttons # 4 is activated?

A lamp #1, lamp #2, B lamp #2, lamp #3, R1

C lamp #2, lamp #3 D lamp #1, lamp #2, R1

460. Which hoist is the most efficient type manual chain hoist and the most expensive?

A screw geared B differential

C electric chain D spur geared

461. What is important to remember when mounting a pump and motor?

A Type of liquid being pumped B Style of coupling

C Temperature of liquid being pumped D Size of the pumping chambers
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488. What material gives the longest spark in a spark test?

A Tool steel B Cast

C Low carbon D High carbon steel

489. Always remember when working with hydraulic systems, it could be?

A powered off B under vacuum

C contained D pressurized

490. What should you do before operating a welding machine?

A Use a #5 shield B Check all connections

C Tape the ground D Grind the ground clamp

491. On air operated clutch brake mechanisms, what does the air activate?

A straightener B overload monitor

C main motor D clutch

492. The letters A, B, C on a sprocket refers to:

A Pitch B Type of chain

C Tooth size D Hub Class

493. With a pressure of 950 psi and a load of 7.5 tons, what must the bore of the cylinder be if
we add a 10% safety factor?

A 10” B 5”

C 2.250” D 6”

494. What is the PSI with a reading of 80 PSIA?

A 65.3 PSI B 90 PSI

C 86.2 PSI D 16.8 PSI

495. Name an advantage of pneumatic motors over hydraulic motors?

A more portability B easily replaceable

C easier to get parts D lighter
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1062. What is the maximum load in pounds that can be moved with a setting of 1500 psi, and a
cylinder bore of 3.00”?

A 14,00 lbs B 1600 lbs

C 15,000 lbs D 10,600 lbs

1063. What is the purpose of LVDT?

A Measure temperature B Measure displacement

C Measure current D Measure voltage

1064. Referring to fuel systems of an engine, which of the following statements is NOT true?

A Fuels that are hard to ignite have high
cetane number.

B Of the fuels, diesel has the highest
heat value.

C A calorie is the amount of heat
necessary to heat 1g of water by 1oC.

D The higher the octane number, the
more the fuel can resist self-ignition.

1065. If a pump has worn impellor tips, what is the cause?

A Oil is air entrained B Tips are made to improve laminar
flow

C High viscosity D Debris in oil

1066. Pressure line filters are usually specified with bypass valves.

A True B False

1067. Which of the following types of blasting will remove rust from a substrate?

A Carbon particle B Plastic beads

C Sand D Soda

1068. What is pour point?

A The temperature at which oil breaks
down

B The lowest temperature at which oil
will flow

C The temperature at which vapors will
burn

D The highest temperature at which oil
freezes
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1069. What prevents a bearing from seating on a shaft against the shoulder?

A Too much play in the rolling elements B Poor manufactured bearing

C Interference with threads D Burrs on the shoulder

1070. Where is the tension located on a conveyor belt?

A take up pulley B first pulley

C head/main pulley D loading point

1071. Some pistons have grooves cut in the diameter with no lead. The function of these
grooves are what?

A To create a partial vacuum B To allow for wear

C Increase oiling system for better
efficiency

D Decrease efficiency

1072. Arc blast is caused by:

A Failure to lock-out and tag-out
electrical breakers

B Ionization of gases near high-voltage
electrical conductors

C Discharge of high electrical current
through open air

D Radio frequency emissions from high-
power transmitters

E Poor contact within electrical wire
splices

1073. Which of the following safety PPE items are needed when cutting a piece of 3mm steel
plate using 100mm angle grinder with a cut off disk?

A apron, grinding goggles, gloves and
face shield

B apron, ear plugs, grinding goggles and
face shield

C leather shoes, grinding goggles,
gloves and ear plugs

D leather shoes, apron and ear plugs

1074. The ventilation that exists in a positive crankshaft ventilation system is:

A a vacuum in the crankcase. B any of these

C a positive pressure.
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1075. When can you get into a lifting basket?

A As long as it has a safety chain B If it looks and feels sturdy enough

C When it has been certified and
designed for this purpose

D Only when a kick plate has been
installed

1076. What is the most likely cause if a non positive centrifugal pump delivers lower than
required flow?

A Inlet restricted B Wrong style of pump

C Running too quickly D Wrong fluid viscosity

1077. A tapered bearing (“K”) is held in place using this?

A shaft collar B lock nut

C a tapered adaptor sleeve D thread locker

1078. Air filtering for a gas turbine must be designed for:

A low restriction. B high volume.

C small amounts of air. D restrictive use and remove all
particles.

1079. The force to pierce a ½” hole in a ½” thick steel plate is:

A 10 T B 40,000 lbs

C 35, 000 lbs D 20,000 lbs

1080. Steel plate is material that has a thickness of ____ inches or greater.

A 3/16 B 1/2

C 5/9 D 7/8

1081. Which measure does the flow meter use to determine the flow of gas?

A volume of gas B pressure of gas

C cylinder tank pressure D weight of gas
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